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ABSTRACT

Detection and localization of actions in videos is an important
problem in practice. State-of-the-art video analytics systems are
unable to efficiently and effectively answer such action queries
because actions often involve a complex interaction between objects
and are spread across a sequence of frames; detecting and localizing
them requires computationally expensive deep neural networks.
It is also important to consider the entire sequence of frames to
answer the query effectively.

In this paper, we present Zeus, a video analytics system tailored
for answering action queries. We present a novel technique for effi-
ciently answering these queries using deep reinforcement learning.
Zeus trains a reinforcement learning agent that learns to adaptively
modify the input video segments that are subsequently sent to an
action classification network. The agent alters the input segments
along three dimensions - sampling rate, segment length, and res-
olution. To meet the user-specified accuracy target, Zeus’s query
optimizer trains the agent based on an accuracy-aware, aggregate
reward function. Evaluation on three diverse video datasets shows
that Zeus outperforms state-of-the-art frame- and window-based
filtering techniques by up to 22.1× and 4.7×, respectively. It also con-
sistently meets the user-specified accuracy target across all queries.
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Figure 1: Sequence of frames capturing a car taking a left turn. None

of the individual frames are sufficient to independently determine

and localize the action. State-of-the-art frame-level techniques tai-

lored for object detection are unable to answer action queries.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in video database management systems (VDBMSs)
[2, 15, 20] have enabled automated analysis of videos at scale. These
systems have primarily focused on retrieving frames that contain
an object of interest. We instead are interested in detection and
localization of actions in long, untrimmed videos [6, 24, 28]. For
example, as shown in Figure 1, an action refers to an event spread
across a sequence of frames. A traffic analyst might be interested in
studying the patterns in which vehicles move at a given intersection.
They might want to identify the density of pedestrian crossing in a
particular direction.
Action Localization Task. Action localization involves locat-
ing the start and end point of an action in a video, and classifying
those frames into one of the available action classes (e.g., ‘left turn of
a car’). Processing action queries requires the detection and localiza-
tion of all occurrences of a given action in the video. The following
query retrieves all the video segments (i.e., a contiguous sequence
of frames) that contain a left turn of a car with 80% accuracy:

--- Retrieve segments with a left turn action

SELECT segment_ids FROM UDF(video)

WHERE action_class = 'left-turn'

AND accuracy >= 80%

In this query, seдment_id is a unique identifier for each seg-
ment in the video with a start and end frame; accuracy is the user-
specified target accuracy for the query. The UDF is a user-defined
function that returns predictions for each segment including the
action class (e.g., turn) and the action boundary (list of segments).
Frame-based filtering. Recent VDBMSs primarily focused on
accelerating content-based object detection queries in videos [15, 16,
20]. They rely on quickly filtering frames that are not likely to satisfy
the query’s predicate using different proxy models. The VDBMSmay
use this frame-based filtering technique to process action queries by
filtering frames in the video that do not satisfy the action predicate.
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Figure 2: Frame- and window-based techniques for action localiza-

tion in videos.

We refer to this technique as frame-level probabilistic predicate
(abbrev., Frame-PP [20]). Figure 2a illustrates an example.
Window-basedfiltering.Recent solutions [25, 27] take a fixed-
length segment in the video as input and return a binary label indi-
cating the presence or absence of an action. The input segments con-
tain three knobs: (Resolution of each frame, Segment Length–
number of frames in the segment, Sampling Rate– frequency at
which each frame is sampled).We refer to these as aConfiguration
tuple. To process action queries, a naïve solution that the VDBMS
could use is to apply the deep learning model in a sliding window
fashion on the video to detect actions and localize action bound-
aries, as illustrated in Figure 2b. The inputs to the model are video
segments of a single fixed configuration. We refer to this base-
line technique as Zeus-Sliding. Another approach is to extend the
frame-based filtering techniques in [15, 16, 20] to segments and
build proxy models that can quickly filter irrelevant segments. We
refer to this baseline technique as Segment-PP.
Challenges. To efficiently process action queries, the VDBMS
must handle three challenges:
I. Task Complexity. Actions involve a complex interaction between
objects within a video segment. For example, the action Pole Vault
comprises of: a person carrying a pole, running, and jumping over
a hurdle using the pole. Notice how the action comprises of multi-
ple entities, and an interaction between these agents in a specific
manner. The VDBMS has to detect all such actions and localize the
start/end of the actions. These queries must accurately capture the
temporal context and the scene complexity; this is too difficult for
Frame-PP and Segment-PP which apply lightweight frame- and
segment- level filters.
II. Computational Complexity. Zeus-Sliding may localize complex
actions using a deep neural network (e.g., R3D [27]). But these
networks are computationally expensive. At a frame resolution
of 720×720, the R3D model runs at 2 frames per second (fps) on
a 16-core CPU, or at 13 fps on a server-grade GPU. Further, both
Frame-PP and Zeus-Sliding are sample inefficient - they require
processing a large chunk of frames or (overlapping) video segments
to achieve a desired accuracy.
III. Accuracy Targets.While processing action queries, it is important
to satisfy the user-specified accuracy target, trading between accu-
racy and query performance. Frame-PP and Segment-PP struggle
to reach the target accuracy due to their inability to capture the
temporal context and scene complexity respectively. Consider the
illustrative example in Figure 1. None of the individual frames is
sufficient for Frame-PP to localize the action boundaries. Mean-
while, each Zeus-Sliding model provides only a single accuracy
configuration throughout the video.

Sequence Adaptive Auto-Knob Accuracy

Inputs Inputs Selection Targets

Frame-PP
Segment-PP ✓

Zeus-Sliding ✓ ✓

Zeus-Heuristic ✓ ✓

Zeus ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: Techniques for processing action queries. Zeus (1) operates

on a sequence of frames at a time, (2) adaptively selects input seg-

ments to boost performance, (3) automatically chooses the knob set-

tings, and (4) has fine-grained control over query accuracy.

Our Approach. We present Zeus, a VDBMS designed for effi-
ciently processing action queries. Unlike prior systems that rely on
proxy models, Zeus takes a novel approach based on adaptive input
segments. In particular, at each time step, it uses an Adaptive Proxy
Feature Generator (APFG), a module that adaptively generates latent
features of the video segment at a small cost, thus enabling (1) classi-
fication of the action class of the segment, and (2) choosing the next
input segment to process from a large space of possible inputs. We
refer to these intermediate features as ProxyFeatures. Zeus con-
figures the input knobs when picking the next segment. By doing so,
Zeus also quickly skims through the irrelevant parts of the video.

It is challenging to choose the optimal knob settings for deriving
the next segment at each time step. Consider an agent that: (1)
uses slower knob settings if the current segment is an action, and
(2) uses faster knob settings otherwise. We refer to this baseline
with hard-coded rules as Zeus-Heuristic. With this technique, the
VDBMS efficiently skims through non-action frames. However, it
does not have fine-grained control over the target accuracy, since
the rules only indirectly affect accuracy. Consider the case where
the action spans the entirety of the video. Zeus-Heuristic would
process the entire video with slower knobs, even when the accuracy
target allows faster processing with a few mispredictions. Further,
Zeus-Heuristic does not scale well to multiple knob settings.

We formulate choosing the optimal input segments at each time
step as a deep reinforcement learning (RL) problem [21]. During
query planning, Zeus trains an RL agent that learns to pick the
optimal knob settings at each time step using the proxy features. To
meet the accuracy target, theqery planner incorporates novel
accuracy-aware aggregate rewards into the training process. The
use of an RL agent enables Zeus to: (1) maintain fine-grained con-
trol over accuracy, (2) achieve higher query throughput over the
other baselines by automatically using the optimal knob settings
at each time step, and (3) scale well to multiple knobs. We provide
a qualitative comparison of the techniques for processing action
queries in Table 1.
Contributions. In summary, the key contributions are:
• We highlight the limitations of SOTA filtering techniques on
action queries( §1). We present a novel approach for circum-
venting these limitations by using proxy features generated
by an adaptive action recognition model ( §3).

• We develop a reinforcement learning-basedqery planner
that trains an RL agent to dynamically choose the optimal
input configurations for the action recognition model ( §4).
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Figure 3: The R3D network consists of 17 3D convolutional layers fol-

lowed by adaptive average pooling and fully-connected layers. The

input to the network is a video segment of length L frames. In suc-

cessive 3D convolutional operations, the input is reduced to eventu-

ally get a 512 dimensional feature vector.

• We propose an accuracy-aware aggregate reward for train-
ing the RL agent and meeting the user-specified accuracy tar-
get( §4.5).

• We implement the RL-based qery planner and qery ex-
ecutor in Zeus. We evaluate Zeus on six action queries from
three datasets and demonstrate that it significantly improves
over state-of-the-art in terms of query processing, while con-
sistently meeting the accuracy target ( §6).

2 BACKGROUND

Action queries focus on (1) action classification [5, 17, 27] which
answers what actions are present in a long, untrimmed video, and
(2) temporal boundary localization [6, 24] for where these actions
are present in the video. We refer to the combined task of detecting,
and localizing actions in videos as action localization (AL).

AL focuses on retrieving events in a video that happen over a
span of time, and that often involve interaction between multiple
objects. For example, a traffic analyst may be interested in examin-
ing video segments that contain pedestrians crossing the road from
left to right (CrossRight) from a corpus of videos obtained from
multiple cameras. This query requires detection of: (1) pedestrians
in the frame, (2) walking action of the pedestrian, and (3) trajectory
of the person (left to right). The VDBMSmust also accurately detect
the start and end of this action.
Neural Networks for AL. Researchers have proposed deep
neural networks (DNNs) for AL. An early effort focused on using
2D convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to classify actions [17].
2D-CNNs are typically used for image classification and object
detection and do not effectively capture information along the
temporal domain (i.e., across frames in a segment). For the same
reason, the frame-level filtering in recently proposed VDBMSs [15,
16, 20] is suboptimal for AL.

Frame-level filtering is also unable to accurately detect the action
boundaries. This is because frames before, during, and after the
scene of the action can be visually indistinguishable. In our evalua-
tion section, we show that Frame-PP operates at prohibitively low
accuracies for action queries (§6.2).
3D-CNNs for AL. 3D-CNNs (e.g., R3D [27]) apply the convolution
operation along both spatial and temporal dimensions ( Figure 3a).
This allows them to aggregate information along the temporal
domain. More formally, consider an input video segment of size
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presence/absence of action.

C ×L×H ×W , whereC is the number of channels, L is the number
of frames in the segment, and H andW are the height and width of
each frame. For each channel inC , the L×H×W cuboid is convolved
with a fixed size kernel to generate a 3D output. Outputs for each
channel are pooled to produce a single 3D output in L′ × H ′ ×W ′

that corresponds to one kernel. With K kernels, we obtain a K ×
L′×H ′×W ′ matrix as the output of each layer. The overall network
consists of a series of such spatio-temporal 3D convolutional blocks.
Zeus-Sliding. As demonstrated in Figure 4, the Zeus-Sliding
technique (recall §1) uses the R3D network in a sliding window
fashion over the input video. For each segment of size L, all frames
are stacked together to form a 4D input segment and are passed
to the R3D network, which generates class labels for the current
window; the VDBMS slides the window forward by a specified
number of interval frames. In this manner, the network classifies
and localizes the actions.

However, Zeus-Sliding is computationally expensive. The R3D
model has significantly more parameters – 33.4 million which is 3×
higher than the corresponding 2D resnet-18 model. On an NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU, at the resolution of 480x480, the R3D
network processes 27 frames per second (fps), while its 2D coun-
terpart processes frames at 156 fps. This limits current VDBMSs to
analyse video data at scale.

2.1 Problem Formulation

Given an input video, the objective of our system, Zeus, is to effi-
ciently process the video and find segments that contain an action.
Each video may contain different types of actions. Given a label
function L(n) that provides the oracle action label at frame n, the
binary label function for an action class X is defined as:

fX (n) =



1 if L(n) = X

0 if L(n) , X
(1)

Zeus measures the accuracy of the query with respect to the oracle
label function L(n). A binary ground truth label for a segment is
generated using intersection-over-union (IoU) over the frame-level
ground truth labels. A given segment of length K frames is labeled
as a true positive if IoU>0.5 over labels L(n) to L(n + K ). Zeus
compares the output of the classifier and the segment index against
this segment label to compute the query accuracy. Zeus seeks to
efficiently process this AL query while meeting the target accuracy,
i.e., the accuracy target specified by the user with the query.
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3 EXECUTING ACTION QUERIES

Overview.We propose a system, Zeus, to efficiently answer AL
queries. Figure 5 demonstrates the architecture of the qery ex-
ecutor in Zeus with the following components:
• Segment: Each video segment is characterized by <start,
end> which represent the start and end frames of the action.
start, end ∈ [1,N ], where N is the total number of frames.

• ProxyFeature: A fixed-size vector of floats that succinctly
represents an input video segment.

• APFG: Denotes an Adaptive Proxy Feature Generator. It is a col-
lection of action recognition models that adaptively generate
ProxyFeatures based on the configuration (e.g., a collection of
R3Dmodels that operate on input segments of varying segment
lengths and resolutions).

• Classifier: A model that emits the action label.
• Configuration (r , l , s ) - Concrete setting of three knobs -
Resolution, Segment Length, and Sampling Rate (§1).

At a given time step t, Zeus takes a video segment of length
lt , resolution rt → (ht ,wt ), sampled once every st frames, to
generate a 4D vector of size 3 × lt × ht × wt as the input. The
APFG module processes this input and generates a proxy feature
vector Ẑt , which is then passed to a classification network that pre-
dicts the presence or absence of an action in the current segment.
The RL agent also uses Ẑt to generate the next Configuration
(rt+1, lt+1, st+1), using which the APFG constructs the next seg-
ment of size 3 × lt+1 × ht+1 ×wt+1 sampled at a frequency of st+1.
APFG. Unlike prior VDBMSs, Zeus relies on ProxyFeatures as
opposed to a proxy model. In particular, it uses the APFG to gener-
ate the ProxyFeatures for the segments in the video. The APFG
is an ensemble of action recognition models (e.g., R3D) that can
adaptively process input segments of varying resolutions and seg-
ment lengths to generate the ProxyFeatures. More specifically,
the ensemble contains models trained for different resolutions and
segment lengths. Typically, models trained with one configuration
have a lower accuracy when tested on other configurations. So,
the ensemble design provides a better accuracy and flexibility com-
pared to a single R3D model, that only supports segments of fixed
resolution and length. Moreover, the APFG can leverage a wide
range other of action recognition models. So, the R3D model can be

easily replaced with better (faster, more accurate) models if neces-
sary. Since training models for each configuration is expensive, we
present an optimization to lower this cost in §5.

Zeus processes the ProxyFeatures fromAPFG using a classifica-
tion network to determine the presence or absence of actions. This
technique allows Zeus to infer complex relationships present in the
scene. Besides classifying the given scene, Zeus uses the ProxyFea-
ture to also construct the next input to the APFG. In particular,
it trains a deep RL agent to tune the configuration with 3 knobs.
The agent learns to use segments of low-resolution, coarse-grained
sampling (fast Configuration) for portions of the video that are
unlikely to contain an action. Otherwise, it uses high-resolution,
fine-grained sampling (slow Configuration).
Illustrativeexample.Consider the example shown in Figure 6.
Zeus localizes a CrossRight action (i.e., a pedestrian crossing the
street from left to right).

At time step t = 1, Zeus starts at frame number 1. Assume Zeus
has access to a ProxyFeature Ẑ0 from the previous time step. Since
there is no CrossRight in this segment, Zeus uses a low resolution
150 × 150, high segment length (8) and high sampling rate (8) to
construct the input to the APFG. Henceforth, the knob settings will
be represented as a Configuration- (150, 8, 8) in this case. We use
the most accurate (and computationally expensive) configuration
as this first configuration at time step 1. We only use square-shaped
frames with equal height and width. The APFG processes the seg-
ment (1, 64) sampled once every 8 frames to generate a ProxyFea-
ture Ẑ1 and a prediction NO-ACTION. Thus, Zeus processes 8 × 8
frames in this time step at a low resolution of 150, jumping to the
frame 65. At t = 2, Zeus processes the ProxyFeature Ẑ1 from t = 1.
Since Ẑ1 aggregates information for frames 1 to 64, the agent learns
the possibility of CrossRight at the end of the segment (f = 64). So,
Zeus uses a slower Configuration of (250, 6, 4) to generate Ẑ2
and the prediction ACTION. Notice that theConfiguration change
from t = 1 to t = 2 is gradual, since the possibility of CrossRight
has not been fully established in t = 1. At t = 3, Zeus processes
the ProxyFeature Ẑ2, which was generated from a higher resolu-
tion finely-sampled input. So, Zeus recognizes the presence of an
action and uses a slow Configuration of (300, 4, 1) to generate
Ẑ3 and the prediction ACTION. At t = 4, Zeus processes Ẑ3 and
generates the Configuration (250, 6, 2). It slightly increases the
Configuration speed since it recognizes that CrossRight may
end soon at f=100. However, the prediction for this segment is still
ACTION. Finally, at t = 5, Zeus detects the end of CrossRight and
reverts to the fastest Configuration of (150, 8, 8).

Across five time steps, Zeus performs 5 invocations of the APFG,
processes 176 frames, with 160 of those frames processed at less
than half of the highest resolution, while still accurately localizing
the action boundaries from (65, 112). In this way, Zeus efficiently
and accurately localizes and classifies the target action.

4 PLANNING ACTION QUERIES

We present the internals of the qery planner in this section. We
begin with a discussion on howwe formulate the RL problem in §4.1.
We then describe how theqery planner picks the configurations
that can be used for processing a given query in §4.2. In §4.3, we
present an overview of the RL algorithm used in Zeus. We then



Time Step t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4 t=5
Frame Number f=1 f=65 f=97 f=101 f=113
Configuration (150, 8, 8) (200, 6, 4) (300, 4, 1) (250, 6, 2) (150, 8, 8)

Segment (1, 64) (65, 96) (97, 100) (101, 112) (113, 176)
APFG Prediction NO-ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION NO-ACTION

Figure 6: Illustration of Zeus on CrossRight action – At each time step, Zeus picks from a set of configurations to generate the next input to

the APFG. Each Configuration is a 3-tuple (Resolution, Segment Length, Sampling Rate).

describe the local reward function in §4.4. Since this function does
not always meet the accuracy constraint, we discuss a reward ag-
gregation strategy in §4.5. Lastly, in §4.6, we outline how theqery
planner trains an accuracy-aware RL agent.

4.1 RL Formulation

The goal of the agent is to choose configurations at each time step
such that the overall query processing time is minimized while the
target accuracy is satisfied (as discussed in §3).
Heuristics vs RL. In theory, Zeus could leverage an agent that
uses hard-coded rules to determine the parameters for constructing
the segment. For example, consider the rule: if the video contains
an ACTION at the current time step, then the agent should use a
lower sampling rate. However, such a hard-coded low sampling rate
is sub-optimal since the agent does not have fine-grained control
over the query accuracy. In Figure 6, Zeus-Heuristic would use
the slow Configuration (300, 4, 1) at time step t = 3 and get
the ACTION signal from the APFG. So, Zeus-Heuristic again uses
the slow configuration, and only processes 4 frames in time step
t = 4 as opposed to Zeus that processes 12 frames in time step
4 (as shown in Figure 6). Zeus-Heuristic keeps using the slow
configuration for time steps 5, 6, and 7, since the prediction at each
of these time-steps is ACTION. Effectively, Zeus-Heuristic reaches
frame 112 only at time step 7, while Zeus does so by time step 4.
This would be sub-optimal since the agent would process 16 frames
in the sequence (97, 112) at a significantly lower throughput, while
potentially overshooting the accuracy target. So, Zeus-Heuristic
cannot trade-off the accuracy for throughput. Furthermore, the
number of such rules will increase with the number of available
configurations and may interact in unexpected ways [11].

To circumvent these problems, Zeus uses an RL-based agent that
adaptively changes the segment’s parameters. For a given accuracy
target, Zeus trains the RL agent to trade-off the excess accuracy for
throughput improvement. We compare the performance of Zeus
against Zeus-Heuristic in §6.2.
Markov Decision Process. Most RL problems are modelled as
Markov Decision Processes (MDP) [12, 23]. An RL problem for-
mulated as MDP is characterized by an agent that takes actions in
an environment. Each action changes the state of the agent in the
environment, and the agent receives a reward for its actions. We
formulate our problem as an MDP with the following components:
• Environment: The set of training videos V {v1,v2, · · · ,vN }.
• State: 4D tensor for the segment (s, e ).

Resolution Segment Length Sampling Rate Throughput (fps) F1-score

150 4 8 1282 0.57
200 4 4 553 0.82
250 6 2 285 0.86
300 6 1 115 0.91

Table 2: Illustrative list of configurations used by Zeus– Each con-

figuration has associated throughput and accuracy metrics.

• Reward: Reward function for training the agent (§4.4) that
maps each step taken by the agent to a scalar reward value.

• Configuration: Configuration chosen by the agent at each
time step from the set of available configurations {c1, c2, · · · , cn }.

4.2 Configuration Planning

Given an input query with a target accuracy, theqery planner
seeks to maximize throughput while satisfying the accuracy con-
straint. To achieve this goal, it first collects the appropriate settings
for all of the knobs for the given query (i.e., a Configuration).
Each configuration has two associated cost metrics: (1) throughput
(fps), and (2) accuracy. For example, using coarse-grained sampling
leads to faster (but less accurate) query processing.
Pre-Processing. In a one-time pre-processing step during the
query planning phase, Zeus computes the cost metrics associated
with each configuration on a held-out validation dataset. It uses
Zeus-Sliding (Figure 4) to compute these metrics. Table 2 lists a
few configurations for the CrossRight query after this step. No-
tice that the throughput and the accuracy of the configurations is
inversely proportional. This pattern allows the VDBMS to trade-off
throughput and accuracy by choosing faster configurations if the
accuracy is greater than the accuracy target.

4.3 Deep Q-Learning

We now provide an overview of the RL algorithm used in Zeus.
Deep Q-learning (DQN) is a variant of the Q-learning algorithm for
RL [21]. The original Q-learning algorithm takes numerical states
as inputs and uses a memoization table (called the Q-table) to learn
the mapping of a given state to a particular configuration. In DQN,
this mapping is learnt by a DNN that approximates the Q-table.
DQN works well when the state space of the inputs and/or the
configuration space is large. Since visual data is high dimensional,
DQN is often used to train RL agents that operate on images or
videos (e.g., Atari games).



Algorithm 1: Algorithm for training the RL agent
Input :Query Q, Number of training episodes = T

Set of N training videos V = {v1, v2, · · · , vN }
Output :Trained DQN-Network ϕ
Initialize :Ground_Truths(GT); APFG(U);

Replay_Buffer(B); DQN_Network(ϕ);
1 for i← 1 to T do

// Initialize episode

2 Vi , GTi ← Random_Order(V, GT);
3 segmentcurr ← Init_Segment(Vi);
4 statecurr ← U(segmentcurr);
5 while idx (segmentcurr) < size(V) do

// Generate experiences

6 configcurr ← argmax(ϕ(segmentcurr));
7 reward, segmentnext ← TraverseVideo(Vi , GTi , configcurr);
8 statenext ← U(segmentnext , configcurr);

// push experience to replay buffer

9 B.push(statecurr , configcurr , reward, statenext);
// Update DQN model

10 if updateϕ then

11 minibatch← B.sample(batch_size);
12 q_values, targets← ϕ(minibatch);
13 loss← HuberLoss(q_values, targets);
14 update_weights(ϕ , loss);
15 statecurr ← statenext ;
16 segmentcurr ← segmentnext ;

Training Process. Algorithm 1 outlines the DQN technique
used by Zeus to train an RL agent for action queries. The train-
ing algorithm assumes the presence of ground truth labels, and
trained APFG. The DQN algorithm has two main components: (1)
the agent collects experiences by traversing through the video
(Line 6 to Line 9), and (2) it updates the model parameters (model’s
mapping of the video and configurations) using the collected ex-
periences (Line 11 to Line 14). To generate a new experience, the
agent applies the configuration configcurr output by the network
(Line 6) to transition from the current state statecurr to the next
state statenext in the video (Line 7 to Line 8). The agent receives a
reward for this transition (Line 7) (§4.4). This 4-tuple of (statecurr,
configcurr, reward, statenext) is called an experience tuple. The
agent continuously collects new experience tuples by traversing
through the video, and updates the model parameters periodically
to account for the newly observed experience tuples.

One way to achieve this behavior is to always use the most re-
cently generated experience tuples to update the Q-network. How-
ever, such tuples are from nearby segments in the video and hence
highly correlated. DNN training process is known to be ineffective
when learning with correlated tuples. To overcome this problem,
DQN uses an experience replay buffer. This is a cyclic memory buffer
that stores the experience tuples from the last K transitions (a hyper-
parameter).While generating experiences, the agent pushes the new
experience tuples to the replay buffer (Line 9). During the update
step of DQN, Zeus samples a mini-batch of experiences from the
replay buffer (Line 11) and updates the model parameters (Line 14).
This technique improves the model’s sample efficiency by reducing
the correlation between samples during a single update step.
Convergence Speed. DQN is notoriously slow to converge on
large state spaces [21]. It requires a large number of experience

s e

Ground truth action

(a) Penalty

s e

(b) Low reward

s e

(c) High reward

Figure 7: Reward Scenarios – The reward function (§4.4) assigns re-

ward to the agent differently for each of the scenarios shown above.

tuples to approximate the Q-value function. This problem is more
significant for video segment inputs since experience generation is
slower with 4D tensors. Additionally, the replay buffer size is prohib-
itively large when the states are raw 4D tensors. Thus, representing
states using raw 4D tensors is impractical even on server-grade
GPUs. To circumvent this problem, Zeus first generates the video
segment segmentnext during the transition (Line 7). The APFG
then processes segmentnext to generate the proxy features that
serve as the next state statenext of the agent (Line 8). The APFG
is trained independently of the RL agent and its weights are frozen
during the RL training process. This ProxyFeature is then used as
the state for the RL agent.

4.4 Local Reward Allocation

The agent’s goal is to select a Configuration at each time step
that minimizes query processing time while satisfying the accuracy
requirement. To minimize processing time, the agent should skip
more frames and pick lower resolutions. To meet the accuracy
requirement, the agent should use high resolution and fine-grained
sampling in the vicinity of action segments within the video.
Local Reward Function. To achieve these goals, one way to
model the reward function (Line 7 in Algorithm 1) for the agent
would be: (1) reward decisions that increase the processing speed,
and (2) penalize decisions that lower accuracy. At a given time step
t , let us assume that the agent outputs the Configuration- (r , l , s ).
With this configuration, the segment window that is processed in
this time step is (s, e ) → ( fcurr , fcurr + s ∗ l ), where fcurr is the
current location of the agent. Lets assume that each configuration
c has an associated scalar value αc that represents the fastness of a
configuration (i.e., throughput in Table 2). The faster the configura-
tion, the greater the value ofαc . Theα values are further normalized
such that

∑N
c=1 αc = 1, where N is the number of available config-

urations. Then, the reward function can be formulated as:

rt (s, e ) =



β − αcurr if ∃i ∈ [s, e ) : LA (i ) = 1
αcurr if ∀i ∈ [s, e ) : LA (i ) = 0,

(2)

where LA (i ) is the label function (§2.1), and β is cutoff that divides
the configuration space into fast and slow configurations.

The intuition behind this function is that for action frames
(LA (i ) = 1), the reward should be inversely proportional to the fast-
ness α since we desire slower more accurate configs. Conversely,
for non-action frames (LA (i ) = 0), the reward should be propor-
tional to α . Thus, the function only looks at the local ground truth
values to assign the reward. With this reward function, the agent
checks for the existence of ground truth frames in the local segment
window (s, e ). If there is an action frame in this window (Figure 7a),
the agent penalizes configurations that are fast (low resolution,
coarsely-sampled) and rewards slow configurations.

On the other hand, if there is no action frame in this window, the
agent rewards fast configurations. For example, in Figure 7b, the



reward assigned to the decision is positive, but has a low value. This
is because the agent does not utilize the full window available before
the start of the action. In contrast, the decision in Figure 7c receives
the maximum reward. Notice that the agent does not penalize slow
configurations when there is no action in this window. This design
prioritizes the reduction of false negatives over performance.

This technique does not have explicit control over the query
accuracy, similar to the Zeus-Heuristic approach. However, it
scales well with multiple knob settings since it is automated.

4.5 Aggregate Reward Allocation

Algorithm 1 trains the agent to accelerate the query while penaliz-
ing any decision that leads to missing action frames (Figure 7a). So,
the agent optimizes for reducing false negatives (instead of perfor-
mance). This often leads to a much higher accuracy than the target
at reduced throughput. So, theqery planner can further lower
execution time using this excess accuracy budget.
Baseline. To satisfy the accuracy constraint, Zeus-Sliding picks
the configuration that is closest to the target accuracy (i.e., just
above the required accuracy) for all the segments. However, this
approach is sub-optimal. To achieve an aggregate accuracy of 80%
with a better throughput, the agent may pick configurations with
90% and 70% expected accuracy for video segments that contain and
that do not contain actions, respectively. Since actions are typically
infrequent in videos, this strategy leads to higher throughput by us-
ing the faster configuration most of the time, and occasionally using
the slower, more accurate configuration. Thus, the qery planner
must take the accuracy constraint into consideration during the
training process to obtain maximum performance.
Reward aggregation. The RL agent must learn the optimal
strategy for picking configurations across the video to minimize
query execution time within the given accuracy budget. To tackle
this problem, theqery planner uses an accuracy-aware aggregate
reward allocation strategy. Here, the qery planner accumulates
the agent’s decisions during a predetermined windowW . During
this accumulation phase, the algorithm does not immediately assign
a reward to the agent. Specifically, in Line 7 of Algorithm 1, the
agent only receives a reward after it processes all the frames inW .
At the end of the window, the aggregate accuracy of the agent’s
decisions is evaluated. Based on the actual and target accuracy
metrics, it computes the reward for all the local decisions taken
within this window. We use the term aggregate to emphasize that
we do not immediately assign local rewards as in Equation (2). We
instead accumulate decisions during each window, then compute
the reward for this window (shown in §4.6), and finally assign the
(same) reward to all the decisions in the window.

4.6 Global Accuracy-Aware Rewards

As discussed in §4.5, local rewards are not sufficient to ensure that
Zeus efficiently meets the global target accuracy constraint. Hence,
we modify the reward function used in Algorithm 1 (Line 7) to
use the aggregate accuracy metric presented in §4.5. Algorithm 2
outlines how the qery planner computes the accuracy-aware ag-
gregate reward at the end of each windowW. Assume that the agent
takes k steps in this window, then {c1, c2, · · · , ck } is the sequence
of configurations chose by the agent in the k time steps. With the

Algorithm 2: Accuracy-Aware Reward Assignment Algorithm
Input :Video V, Target Accuracy α , Window W→ (s, e )

C → {c1, c2, · · · , ck }
Binary frame-wise ground truths GT(W) of size |e − s |
Trained APFG U

Output :List of size k with scalar rewards for each decision in C
Initialize :Pred(W)← Empty list of size |e − s |;

1 Procedure GetReward(V, α , C)
// Collect predictions

2 for i← 1 to k do

3 segment← GetSegment(V, ci);
4 pred(i)← U(segment, ci);
5 Update_Prediction_List(pred(i));
6 α ′ ← Accuracy(GT(W), Pred(W));

// Assign rewards

7 if α ′ ≥ α then

8 ri ← 1−α ′
1−α ∀i ∈ [1, k];

9 else

10 ri ← α ′ − α∀i ∈ [1, k];

aggregate window approach, the qery planner first collects pre-
dictions in the window (Line 2 to Line 5). Next, it computes the
overall accuracy in the window using ground truth labels (Line 6).
Theqery planner then assigns a reward to all the decisions in
the window based on the accuracy achieved by the agent.
Updated reward function. Line 7 to Line 10 show the up-
dated accuracy-based reward function. If the target accuracy α is
met within the window, the qery planner assigns a reward that
increases when the achieved accuracy is closest to the target ac-
curacy (Line 8). The intuition behind this reward is that, as long
as the accuracy achieved is greater than the target accuracy, we
want to maximize the throughput. As we have seen in Table 2, the
throughput is maximum when the accuracy is minimum. When the
gap between achieved and target accuracy is as small as possible,
the achieved accuracy is minimized, as long as it is above the target.
So, the throughput is maximized while respecting the accuracy
constraint. For example, if the accuracy within the window exceeds
target accuracy, theqery planner assigns a low reward, ensuring
that the agent tries to exploit this excess accuracy. Conversely, if
the accuracy in the window is less than the target accuracy, the
qery planner assigns a penalty (negative reward) that is directly
proportional to the accuracy deficit (Line 10). So, the lower the
accuracy of the agent, the greater the penalty.

To compute aggregate rewards,qery planner uses a delayed
replay buffer update strategy to collect experiences. During the pro-
cessing of the current aggregation window,qery planner uses
Algorithm 1 to collect the incomplete experience tuples (without
reward) into a temporary buffer. At the end of each window, the
agent updates the experience tuples in the temporary buffer with
the rewards collected using Algorithm 2. Zeus then pushes the
updated experience tuples to the replay buffer. With these modi-
fications to Algorithm 1, Zeus achieves a higher throughput than
Zeus-Sliding, while also meeting the accuracy target.
Accuracy Guarantees. Since Zeus combines different configu-
rations of R3D (§4.2), the final accuracy achieved is dependent on
the accuracy achieved by the R3D model with individual configu-
rations (Table 2). Zeus utilizes accurate configurations for action
frames and less accurate configurations for non-action frames. Thus,



Zeus ensures a high recall in the output at the cost of slightly lower
precision. For a given accuracy target, the reward function in Zeus
balances the precision and recall such that the resultant F1-score
is closest to the target. On the other hand, Zeus-Sliding is the
only other baseline that reaches the accuracy target, since we man-
ually select such configuration from the configuration planning
phase §4.2. Zeus-Heuristic cannot reliably reach the accuracy tar-
get since the rules do not provide explicit control over the accuracy.

Like state-of-the-art baselines [15, 16, 20], approximate ML in-
ference queries cannot guarantee accuracy on unseen test data. So,
all the baselines (including Zeus-Sliding) cannot be guaranteed
to reach the accuracy target on unseen data. However, we empiri-
cally show that Zeus meets the target accuracy (e.g., target=75-85%
in §6.2 and §6.3) when test and train data distributions are similar,
while other baselines often fail to do so. We further show that Zeus
maintains its throughput gains over other methods when trained
on one dataset and tested on a different dataset (§6.6) with a slight
accuracy drop in all the methods (including Zeus-Sliding) due to
the variations in data distribution.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

APFG Training. Recall from §3 that the objective of the APFG is:
(1) to predict the action class labels, and (2) to generate features for
a given input segment. Zeus trains the APFG using the segments
extracted from a set of training videos along with their binary labels
(i.e., whether a particular action class is present or absent in the
segment). It adopts a fine-tuning strategy to train the APFG to
accelerate the training process. Specifically, it uses the pre-trained
weights of the R3D model trained on the Kinetics-400 dataset [5]
and fine-tunes the parameters for the target action classes. We add
three fully-connected layers to the original R3D model.
Model reuse. Recall that theAPFG is a collection of action recog-
nition models that can processing varying resolutions and segment
lengths. We optimize the APFG training process by approximating
the ensemble of models with a single R3Dmodel. That is, we use one
R3D model with the highest accuracy to generate ProxyFeatures
for all configurations. The intuition behind this design is that the
model trained on the most accurate configuration (i.e., with the
highest resolution and lowest sampling rate) can also process faster
configurations (e.g., lower resolutions), albeit at a slight accuracy
drop. Note that the alternative, i.e., re-training the model on lower
resolution configurations would also incur an accuracy drop due to
the low resolution, and would significantly increase the training
time. Although the empirically observed accuracy for the latter
strategy is slightly higher, the former approach leads to much lower
training times. Since the APFG allows model flexibility, assuming
that the computational resources are available, one could also train
the models individually for the configurations.
RL Training. To train the RL agent, Zeus use the DQN algorithm
with an experience replay buffer. We configure the replay buffer to
10 K experience tuples and initialize it with 5 K tuples. Zeus’s DQN
model is a Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) with 3 fully-connected
layers. We use a batch size of 1 K tuples to train the DQNmodel. We
concatenate all the individual training videos to create episodes of
equal time span. This ensures that the agent receives similar rewards
during each episode. This design decision is critical to optimize the

Dataset No. of Total Percent Avg. Action Std. (Min, Max)

classes Frames (K) Actions length Dev. Length

BDD100K 2 186 7.03 115 58.7 (6, 305)
Thumos14 2 645 40.27 211 186.3 (18, 3543)
ActivityNet 2 633 56.37 909 1239.1 (20, 6931)

Table 3: Dataset Characteristics – We report these key characteris-

tics of the datasets we evaluate Zeus on: (1) number of action classes

and total frames, (2) average percentage of action frames across all

frames, (3) average and standard deviation of length of action in-

stances, and (4) length of shortest and longest action instances.

behavior of the RL agent over time. Additionally, Zeus permutes
the videos in a random order for each episode to prevent overfitting
to the specific order in which the RL agent processes the videos.
Pre-Processing. RL training typically takes more time to con-
verge compared to supervised deep learning algorithms. This is
because of the large number of experience tuples required for train-
ing the Q-network. To accelerate this training process, Zeus first
runs theAPFG on all the input segments at different resolutions and
segment lengths to generate the feature vectors. This preprocessing
step uses a batching optimization and leverages multiple GPUs to
lower the RL training time significantly. The agent then directly
uses the precomputed features during training.
Software Packages.We implement Zeus in Python 3.8. We use
the PyTorch deep learning library (v 1.6) to train and execute the
neural networks. Zeus uses the R3D-18 model with pre-trained
weights from the PyTorch’s TorchVision library [1], and fine-tunes
it to the evaluation datasets (§6.1). The weights of the APFG are
frozen during the subsequent RL training process. We use the Ope-
nAI Gym (v 0.10.8) library for simulating the RL environment [3].

6 EVALUATION

In our evaluation, we illustrate that:
• Zeus executes queries up to 4.7× faster than the state-of-the-
art baseline (Zeus-Sliding) at a given target accuracy (§6.2),
8.3× higher throughput and 0.25 points higher F1 score on
average compared to existing VDBMSs (Frame-PP) (§6.2), with
a maximum speedup of 22.1×.

• Zeus consistently achieves the user-specified accuracy target
at a better throughput than other baselines (§6.3). Meanwhile,
Zeus’s knobs contribute to the throughput increase (§6.4).

• The RL agent in Zeus is practical – a single model can be
trained to detect multiple similar actions (§6.5) and the same
model can detect a given action in multiple datasets (§6.6).

• Zeus’s qery planner incurs only a small overhead for train-
ing the RL agent (§6.7) and leveraging available configurations
for performance improvement (§6.8).

6.1 Experimental setup

Evaluation qeries and dataset. We evaluate Zeus on six
queries from three different action localization datasets. For the first
four queries, we use publicly available datasets: Thumos14 [14] and
ActivityNet [4]. Each has hundreds of long, untrimmed videos col-
lected from several sources. We take two classes from each dataset
to construct four action queries -
• Thumos14 - PoleVault, CleanAndJerk



Dataset Available Available Available Maximum

Resolutions Segment Lengths Sampling Rates Accuracy

BDD100K 150, 200, 250, 300 2, 4, 6, 8 1, 2, 4, 8 Cross Right 0.91
Left Turn 0.89

Thumos14 40, 80, 160 32, 48, 64 2, 4, 8 Pole Vault 0.78
Clean And Jerk 0.76

ActivityNet 40, 80, 160 32, 48, 64 2, 4, 8 Ironing clothes 0.85
Tennis serve 0.80

Table 4: Configuration Statistics –We report these statistics for each

dataset we evaluate Zeus on: (1) Number of available resolutions to

choose from, (2) Number of available segment lengths, (3) Number

of available sampling rates, and (4) Maximum accuracy achieved by

any configuration for a given query.

• ActivityNet - IroningClothes, TennisServe
However, these datasets contain high density of actions (i.e., more

than 40% of the video frames contain actions) (see Table 3). To better
study the impact of action length and percentage of action frames
(abbrev., action percentage), we leverage a novel dataset tailored
for evaluating action analytics algorithms. This dataset consists of
a subset of 200 videos from the BDD100K (Berkeley Deep Drive)
dataset [29]. Each video is ≈ 40 seconds long, collected at 30 fps, and
contains dash-cam footage from cars driving in urban locations. We
manually annotate these videos with two action classes/queries:
• CrossRight: In this query, the pedestrian crosses the street
from the left side of the road to the right side (Figure 6).

• LeftTurn: This query returns the segments in the video that
contain a left turn action the driver’s point-of-view.

Dataset Characteristics. Table 3 lists the key characteristics
of the datasets. The datasets vary significantly in action percent-
age and average action length. ActivityNet has the highest action
percentage, and the action length varies significantly across videos
(high std. deviation). BDD100K has shorter actions and lower action
percentage (only 7% of all the frames are action frames).
Configurations. We list the available knob settings for each
dataset in Table 4. Each unique combination of knob settings repre-
sents a candidate configuration. BDD100K dataset has a total of 64
available configurations (4×4×4), while Thumos14 and ActivityNet
each has 27. Notice that the available segment lengths (window size)
are longer for queries with higher action length and percentage.
This results in a higher overall throughput for the datasets/queries
with large action lengths/percentages (§6.2). On the contrary, we
pick shorter segment lengths for BDD100K, since the action length
and percentage is significantly smaller (Table 3). When the action
length is shorter, the accuracy drops at larger window sizes. For
example, if we use the configurations for ActivityNet (in table 4) on
BDD100K, the accuracy drops rapidly because the configurations
with large windows just completely skip the action.

Table 4 also lists the highest accuracy achieved by any configu-
ration for each query. This denotes the upper bound on accuracy
achievable by any of the query processing techniques for the query.
The best accuracy is higher for BDD100K compared to Thumos14
and ActivityNet datasets. This is likely because: (1) BDD100K has
relatively simple classes (e.g., left turn vs tennis serve), (2) It has
higher resolution videos (300x300 vs 160x160), and (3) videos are
collected from the same camera and environment.
Hardware Setup.We conduct the experiments on a server with
one NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU and 16 Intel CPU cores.
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Figure 8: Throughput and F1 score achieved by Zeus-RL, Frame-PP,

Segment-PP, Zeus-Heuristic, and Zeus-Sliding over Q1-Q6 (Top-
right corner is best). Note that ranges are different for each query.

The red dotted line represents the accuracy target set for each query.

The system is equipped with 384 GB of RAM. We use four GPUs
for training and extracting features. We constrain the number of
GPUs used during inference to one to ensure a fair comparison.
Baselines. We compare Zeus against three baselines.
• Frame-PP uses a 2D-CNN on individual frames in the video
(Figure 2a) and outputs a binary label that determines the pres-
ence or absence of an action in that frame. Existing VDBMSs [15,
16, 20] use Frame-PP as a filtering optimization to accelerate
object queries. To improve accuracy on action queries, we
instead apply Frame-PP on all frames.

• Segment-PP uses a lightweight 3D-CNN filter on all non-
overlapping segments in the video to quickly eliminate seg-
ments that do not satisfy the query predicate. The R3D model
then processes the filtered segments to generate the final query
output. Segment-PP extends the frame-level filtering optimiza-
tion used in existing VDBMSs [15, 16, 20] to segments.

• Zeus-Sliding processes segments in the video using a 3D-
CNN, specifically, the R3D network [13, 27]. We use the net-
work in a sliding window fashion (Figure 2b) on the input video
to generate segment-level predictions. Zeus-Sliding uses a
static Configuration for the entire dataset. It chooses the
fastest configuration that meets the target accuracy.

• Zeus-Heuristic dynamically uses a subset of available con-
figurations based on hard-coded rules to process the video,
including (1) using the slowest configuration when the APFG
returns ACTION prediction, (2) a faster configuration when the
APFG prediction flips from ACTION to NO-ACTION, and (3) the
fastest configuration when the APFG returns a NO-ACTION
prediction across ten consecutive time steps.

• We refer to the RL-based approach as Zeus-RL.



6.2 End-to-end Comparison

We first compare the end-to-end throughput and accuracy metrics
of Zeus-RL against the other baselines1. We use accuracy target of
0.75 for queries based on Thumos14 and ActivityNet, while 0.85
for queries based on BDD100K (due to the maximum accuracy that
can be achieved Table 4). In this experiment, Frame-PP uses the
most accurate trained model (and hence with the highest avail-
able resolution). Zeus-Sliding uses the fastest configuration that
achieves the accuracy target on training data. Zeus-Heuristic ap-
plies hard-coded heuristics on a subset of configurations that are
used by Zeus-RL to process the query.
Zeus-Sliding. The results are shown in Figure 8. The red dot-
ted line indicates the accuracy target for each query. Notably, on
average, Zeus-RL is 3.4× faster than Zeus-Sliding at a given tar-
get accuracy, with a maximum speed-up of 4.7× in PoleVault.
Zeus-RL outperforms Zeus-Sliding across all queries at the target
accuracy. This shows that the additional configurations available
to Zeus-RL help in improving performance. Zeus-Sliding is the
only other baseline that reaches the accuracy target for all the
queries. However, the accuracy achieved is often higher than the
target (e.g., Tennis serve). In most cases, Zeus-RL achieves accuracy
closest to the target accuracy. It efficiently uses the excess accu-
racy to improve throughput by using faster configurations, thus
outperforming Zeus-Sliding.
Zeus-Heuristic. For four out of the six queries, Zeus-RL has a
higher throughput thanZeus-Heuristic. The throughput delivered
by Zeus-Heuristic is inversely proportional to the percentage of
actions in the input videos. Consider the CrossRight (low percent-
age) and TennisServe (high percentage) queries. Zeus-Heuristic
returns a low throughput in TennisServe and a high throughput
in CrossRight (albeit at a lower accuracy). The reason for this
behavior is that the hard-coded rules in Zeus-Heuristic state that
the agent must pick the slower configurations for ACTION frames.
So, Zeus-Heuristic does not have explicit control over query ac-
curacy. When the fraction of action frames in the input video is
high (e.g., TennisServe), Zeus-Heuristic uses slower configura-
tions for majority of the frames in the video. So, it delivers a lower
throughput while overshooting the accuracy target.

On the contrary,Zeus-RL does not have hard-coded rules. TheRL
agent is trained to automatically pick configurations that improve
throughput while barely exceeding the accuracy target. This also ex-
plainswhyZeus-Heuristic has a high throughput forCrossRight.
This query contains fewer, shorter action segments, resulting in
Zeus-Heuristic choosing the faster configurations most of the
time, thereby skipping important frames (due to largewindow sizes).
We show the concrete distribution of these configurations in §6.8.
Finally, Zeus-Heuristic performs better than Zeus-Sliding across
most queries. This illustrates that dynamically selecting the config-
uration is better than using a static configuration. To summarize,
(1) an RL-based agent is more efficient at selecting the optimal con-
figuration at each time step than a rule-based agent, (2) dynamic
configuration selection is better than a static configuration.
Segment-PP. Segment-PP returns a prohibitively low F1 score
(≤ 0.6) for four out of the six queries. It returns a low accuracy
1We do not report the pre-processing time for all the techniques since it is parallelizable
on the CPUs.
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Figure 9: Performance and throughput of Zeus-Sliding and

Zeus-RL over a range of target accuracies.

for the harder action classes from the Thumos14 and ActivityNet
datasets. This behavior can be attributed to the inability of the light-
weight filters in Segment-PP to capture the inherent complexity
of actions. On the other hand, notice that Segment-PP provides
a better accuracy on the easier LeftTurn class. The throughput
achieved by Segment-PP is a function of the action percentage in
the videos. When action class is trivial and rare (e.g., LeftTurn),
Segment-PP can rapidly eliminate segments that do not satisfy
the predicate, thus providing a slightly better throughput. How-
ever, when the action classes are hard, the lightweight filters in
Segment-PP are highly inaccurate (with F1 score as low as 0.2).
In case of hard and rare classes (e.g., CrossRight), this results in
increased false negatives and false positives, thus leading to a much
lower F1 score and slightly lower throughput. Finally, when the
action classes are hard and frequent (e.g., IroningClothes), the
increased false negatives and false positives lead to both, a much
lower throughput and accuracy than Zeus.
Frame-PP. Zeus-RL is 8.3× faster and delivers 0.25 points higher
F1 score on average compared to Frame-PP. Zeus-RL uses segment-
level processing to process up to 64 frames with a single APFG
invocation. On the other hand, Frame-PP has to process each frame
separately. So, even though each APFG invocation is 5.9× faster in
Frame-PP (§2), the overall throughput of Zeus-RL is significantly
higher. Inspite of processing each individual frame, Frame-PP still
has a prohibitively low F1 score for all the queries. This is because
these queries require a sequence of frames (temporal information) to
predict the action class, and hence cannot be handled by Frame-PP.
Impact of Action Length and Action Percentage. The
relative throughput of all the methods varies across datasets. We
attribute this to variability in action length and action percentage
across datasets (Table 3). The average speedup of Zeus-RL over
Zeus-Sliding is the highest for ActivityNet (3.8×) and lowest for
BDD100K (2.8×). So, Zeus-RL performs better when the action
length and percentage are higher. For dataset with longer action se-
quences, we set a larger segment length and sampling rate (Table 4)
for more efficient processing. So, each APFG invocation results
in larger processed windows, resulting in proportionally larger
absolute and relative throughput.

6.3 Accuracy-Aware Query Planning

In this experiment, we verify the ability of the qery planner
to generate an accuracy-aware query plan. Figure 9 shows the
throughput vs accuracy curve for Zeus-RL and Zeus-Sliding at
three accuracy targets over two queries. The red dotted line in-
dicates the three different accuracy targets for the queries (0.75,



CrossRight LeftTurn

Accuracy Accuracy Speedup Accuracy Accuracy Speedup

Target Achieved Target Achieved

0.75 0.753 1.45 0.75 0.755 1.64
0.80 0.819 1.78 0.80 0.824 1.70
0.85 0.857 2.97 0.85 0.879 2.69

Table 5: Speedup of Zeus-RL over Zeus-Sliding over a range of ac-

curacy targets
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Figure 10: Impact of Resolution, Segment Length, and

Sampling Rate knobs on the throughput of Zeus-RL. We dis-

able each knob to study its impact on the overall throughput.

0.80, 0.85). Zeus-RL performs better than Zeus-Sliding over all the
accuracy targets. Furthermore, Zeus-RL accuracy is consistently
closer to the target accuracy, while Zeus-Sliding often overshoots
this target. Zeus-RL efficiently allocates this excess accuracy bud-
get by using faster configurations in certain segments to improve
throughput, while ensuring that the accuracy is just over the target.

Table 5 shows the speedup of Zeus-RL over Zeus-Sliding at
each accuracy target. The speedup is inversely proportional to
the accuracy target. Recall that Zeus-RL uses the ProxyFeatures
generated by the APFG to select the next configuration. When the
accuracy target is low, the configurations available to Zeus-RL are
all of low accuracy. So, Zeus-RL receives noisy features from the
APFG, resulting in sub-optimal configuration selection.

6.4 Knob Selection

We investigate the contribution of different optimizations (i.e.,
knobs) to the throughput of Zeus-RL. Specifically, we disable each
knob (fix the value) one at a time and examine its impact on through-
put. The results are shown in Figure 10. Notably, all of the knobs
contribute to the performance improvement, and Segment Length,
Sampling Rate are the key knobs.

Across all queries, on average, disabling the Sampling Rate, the
Segment Length, and the Resolution knobs reduces throughput
by 62%, 51%, and 36% respectively. Note that the Sampling Rate
and Segment Length knobs operate in tandem to determine the
throughput of Zeus-RL. For example, when Segment Length is 8
and Sampling Rate is 8, the agent processes 64 frames in one time
step. In contrast, when Segment Length is 2 and Sampling Rate
is 1, it only processes 2 frames in one time step.
ImportanceofKnobs.Wenow examinewhy the Sampling Rate
and the Segment Length knobs are important. The throughput of
Zeus-RL is determined by two factors: (1) number of APFG invoca-
tions, and (2) time taken for each APFG invocation. Among these
factors, the first one is more important. When Zeus-RL processes 10
frames using one APFG invocation (i.e., Segment Length = 10), it
is 2× faster than using 5APFG invocations (i.e., Segment Length =
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Figure 11: Multi-Class Training – Throughput and F1 curve for dif-

ferent methods trained on multiple classes together.

2). The Sampling Rate and the Segment Length knobs reduce the
number of APFG invocations, thereby improving throughput. The
Segment Length knob determines the size of the input along the
temporal dimension. A longer segment leads to higherAPFG invoca-
tion time. So, the impact of this knob is comparatively smaller than
that of the Sampling Rate knob. The impact of the Resolution
knob is the least since it only affects the APFG invocation time.
APFG Invocation Time. We attribute the lower impact of each
APFG invocation time to the lack of input batching. Since the RL
agent is able to generate the next input only after processing the
current input, it cannot exploit the batching capabilities of the GPU.
So, Zeus-RL does not support intra-video parallelism. But, it is
possible to extend Zeus-RL to support inter-video parallelism. Here,
batching inputs across videos would allow better GPU utilization.

6.5 Practicality of Zeus

In this section, we study the practical applicability of Zeus.
Multi-class training. Since training one single RL agent for
each action class may not be viable, we first examine the ability
of Zeus to train on multiple classes together. More precisely, we
combine the ground truths of the two action classes such that
frames belonging to either of the action class are considered true
positives and frames that belong to neither are considered true
negative. Once the models return the output segments for both
the classes, we can trivially separate them using another classifier
since the output segments are only 3-4% of the full videos. We
show the results in Figure 11. Most notably, Zeus-RL provides the
best accuracy-performance trade-off even when trained on two
classes. The performance of all the methods, specifically accuracy,
is slightly better for the combination of (CrossRight, CrossLeft)
compared to (CrossRight, LeftTurn). In the first case, the action
instances are similar looking, thus lowering the task complexity. In
the second case, the actions CrossRight and LeftTurn are char-
acteristically different, which reduces the accuracy of the APFG
and thus Zeus-RL. This also explains the high accuracy achieved by
Frame-PP for the (CrossRight, CrossLeft) combination. When
these classes are combined, the goal of Frame-PP reduces to detect-
ing frames that contain a person in front of the car, making it a
simpler task than detecting the walking direction of the person.
Cross-model inference. In the second experiment, we use the
RL agent trained on one class directly for other classes. More pre-
cisely, the RL agent takes decisions based on the features received
from the APFGmodels. Our intuition is that the feature vectors gen-
erated by theAPFG for different action classes are similar, especially
for similar looking classes such as CrossRight and CrossLeft. So,
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CrossRight over other classes

we can directly use the RL agent trained for one action class on the
other action class, just by using the APFG models corresponding to
each class. To this end, we train an RL agent on the CrossRight
class and directly use it for the CrossLeft and LeftTurn classes.
We show the results in Figure 12a.We can see that the model trained
on CrossRight provides a decent throughput at minimal accuracy
loss on the CrossLeft query. In fact, the model achieves a 2.2×
speedup over the Zeus-Sliding baseline for the CrossLeft query.
The throughput and accuracy are slightly lower when the same
model is used for the LeftTurn class, since the differences in the
action instances lead to more diverging feature vectors than those
that the model is trained on. Finally, we show the number of frames
processed at each resolution in Figure 12b. When the CrossRight
model is used directly for CrossLeft, we see that the number of
frames processed at the high resolution of 300x300 increases, while
those processed at 200x200 decreases. The slightly different feature
vectors lead to some suboptimal decisions by the RL agent, but the
overall trend still remains the same.

6.6 Domain Adaptation

In this experiment, we evaluate the domain adaptation ability of
Zeus-RL. Specifically, we train Zeus-RL and the four baselines
on the BDD100K driving dataset and run the trained models on
the Cityscapes [7] and the KITTI [10] datasets. BDD100k dataset
contains driving scenes from the streets of 4 US cities, while the
Cityscapes dataset contains driving scenes from the city streets of
Frankfurt, Germany. The KITTI dataset contains driving scenes
from the residential streets of Karlsruhe, Germany. So, the datasets
are inherently different in terms of scene composition and action
distribution. We use the same experimental setup as §6.2 with an ac-
curacy target of 0.85 for both queries. We evaluate the CrossRight
query only on Cityscapes due to no available action instances for
this class in the KITTI dataset. The results are shown in Figure 13.

Most notably, Zeus-RL maintains its advantages over the other
baselines even when tested on different datasets. The relative per-
formance of the different baselines remains consistent on the other
datasets. All the methods fail to reach the accuracy target by a small
margin (∼2.5%). The slight accuracy drop is reasonable considering
the challenges of tackling data drift [26]. The accuracy drop is more
considerable in CrossRight than LeftTurn since the former is a
more complex action. Similarly, the accuracy drop for LeftTurn is
more significant in the KITTI dataset compared to the Cityscapes
dataset since the residential scenes in KITTI lead to more variations
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Figure 13: Domain Adaptation – Throughput and F1 score of

Zeus-RL and other baselines trained on the BDD100k dataset and

evaluated on the Cityscapes and KITTI datasets.

Method APFG Training (s) RL Training (s) Inference (s)

Frame-PP 101.81 NA 396.85
Zeus-Sliding 247.57 NA 181.06

Zeus-Heuristic 247.57 NA 64.21
Zeus-RL 247.57 90.00 38.52

Table 6: Training costs –We report the cost of: 1) Training theAPFG

2) Training the RL agent 3) Inference

in driving and action patterns. Zeus-RL provides accuracy on par
with the most accurate approach i.e., Zeus-Sliding and does so at a
better performance. Zeus-Heuristic suffers a significant accuracy
drop in CrossRight and a throughput drop in LeftTurn. The in-
ability of Zeus-Heuristic to balance accuracy and throughput is
worsened on the other datasets (compared to Figure 8) because in-
dividual decisions of the APFG are slightly less accurate, leading to
higher noise in the efficacy of the rules. Frame-PP and Segment-PP
achieve the lowest accuracy (as low as 0.15) when tested on the
other datasets. Their inability to capture the complexities of actions
is exacerbated when tested on unseen datasets.

6.7 Training Cost

We now examine the training overhead for Zeus-RL. We show the
cost of training different components of the pipeline in Table 6. The
APFG Training cost shown is the cost to train the 2D/3D-CNNs.
Recall that we train the APFG only once with the best configura-
tion (i.e., the highest resolution lowest sampling rate configuration)
(§5). In the cost estimation phase (§4.2), we run the APFG (using
Zeus-Sliding technique) with each configuration on a tiny held
out validation set to get the throughput and accuracy of each config-
uration. Since this preprocessing cost is same for all the techniques,
we omit it from the training cost.

The overall training time of Zeus-RL is 35% (90 sec) more than
Zeus-Sliding, for training the RL agent. This is a one-time pre-
processing cost for a given query and accuracy target. Further,
the total training and inference time for Zeus-Sliding is still 27%
higher than Zeus-RL owing to the faster inference with Zeus-RL.
Finally, even though the training time of Zeus-Heuristic is compa-
rable toZeus-Sliding,Zeus-Heuristic needsmanual construction
of rules involving several configurations. This limits the practical
applicability of Zeus-Heuristic.

6.8 Configuration Distribution

We next examine the efficacy of Zeus-RL in choosing the appro-
priate configurations during query processing. The configurations
differ in both their throughput and accuracy of processing queries
(Table 2). We constrain the agent to use three configurations: (1) fast
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(but less accurate), (2) mid, and (3) slow (but more accurate). The
experimental settings are same as §6.2. We compare the percentage
of frames processed using these configurations for Zeus-Heuristic
and Zeus-RL. The results are shown in Figure 14a.

Zeus-RL processes the videos using a combination of the config-
urations across all queries. This differs from Zeus-Heuristic that
often uses a single configuration for most of the frames. On average,
Zeus-Heuristic processes 85% of the frames using a single con-
figuration. In Figure 14a, notice that Zeus-Heuristic uses the fast
configuration for majority of frames in CrossRight, while using
the slow configuration for majority of the frames in PoleVault and
IroningClothes. Since action percentage is low in CrossRight,
Zeus-Heuristic uses the fastest configuration for most of the
frames, and in the process, skips important frames. As a result,
Zeus-Heuristic falls well short (0.72) of the accuracy target (0.85).
Conversely, in PoleVault and IroningClothes, Zeus-Heuristic
reaches the target accuracy but loses throughput (2× lower than
Zeus-RL) due to the use of slow configurations.

In contrast, Zeus-RL uses a combination of the configurations
in all the 3 queries. It barely exceeds the target accuracy in both
the queries and achieves a high throughput.
Resolution Split. We further divide the frames in Figure 14a
into low and high resolution frames, based on the configuration
used to process them. Figure 14b shows the percentage of frames
processed at high and low resolutions for Zeus-Heuristic and
Zeus-RL. Zeus-Heuristic uses a low resolution for majority of
the frames in CrossRight, since it has a low action percentage.
On the other hand, it uses a high resolution in PoleVault and
IroningClothes, which have significantly higher action percent-
ages. We attribute this behavior to the rigidity of the rules used
by Zeus-Heuristic. Zeus-RL on the other hand uses low resolu-
tion for majority of the frames in all three queries, regardless of
the action percentage in the videos. This shows that the RL agent
optimizes the throughput more efficiently.

7 RELATEDWORK

Action Localization. Action Localization is a long-standing
problem in computer vision. Early efforts in AL focused on feature
engineering (e.g., SIFT [19], HOG [8]), and hand crafted visual/tem-
poral features [28]. To avoid hand-crafting features, deep neural
networks have been proposed for AL. Two-stream networks [9, 25]

use deep neural networks to process inputs in rgb stream and opti-
cal flow stream. 3D Residual Convolutional Neural Networks (3D-
CNNs) [27] use 3D-convolutions to directly process 4D-input blocks
(stacked frames). More recent work on AL includes SCNN [24], and
TAL-Net [6]. S-CNN and TAL-Net propose a three-stage approach
for AL using proposal, classification, and localization networks.
These above approaches focus on improving the accuracy of AL.
On the other hand, Zeus focuses on improving throughput of AL
queries while reaching a user-specified accuracy target.
Video Analytics. Recent advances in vision have led to the de-
velopment of numerous VDBMSs for efficiently processing queries
over videos. NoScope [16] uses a cost-based optimizer to construct
a cascade of models (e.g., lightweight neural network and difference
detector). Probabilistic Predicates (PP) [20] are lightweight filters
that operate on frames to accelerate video classification. These light-
weight models accelerate query execution by filtering out frames
that do not satisfy the query predicate. BlazeIt [15] extends fil-
tering to more complex queries (e.g., aggregates and cardinality-
limited scrubbing queries). These lightweight filters accelerate exe-
cution by learning to directly answer the query instead of using a
heavyweight deep neural network. These lightweight filter-based
methods cannot capture complex temporal and scene information
that is typically present in actions. MIRIS [2] is a recently proposed
VDBMS for processing object-track queries that requires processing
a sequence of frames. It uses a graph neural network to keep track
of objects between consecutive frames. It works well when a large
number of frames satisfy the input query.

Zeus differs from these efforts in that it is tailored to optimize
action queries while capturing the complex scene information. It
trains an RL agent that adaptively chooses the input segments
sent to the 3D-CNN. Thus, it operates on a sequences of frames,
efficiently expresses complex scenes, and handles rare events.
RL for Video Processing. Researchers have applied RL for
complex vision tasks such as video summarization [18, 22, 30].
Deep Summarization Network (DSN) [30] uses deep RL to gener-
ate diverse and representative video summaries. FastForwardNet
(FFNet) [18] uses deep RL to automatically fast forward videos and
construct video summaries on the fly. In contrast, Zeus uses RL
to process action queries. Its optimizer leverages diverse knobs
settings to reduce execution time.

8 CONCLUSION

Detecting and localizing actions in videos is an important problem
in video analytics. Current VDBMSs that use frame-based tech-
niques are unable to answer action queries since they do not ex-
tract context from a sequence of frames. Zeus processes action
queries using a novel deep RL-basedqery executor. It automat-
ically tunes three input knobs - resolution, segment length, and
sampling rate - to accelerate query processing by up to 4.7× com-
pared to state-of-the-art action localization techniques. Zeus uses
an accuracy-aware qery planner that generates aggregate re-
wards for training the RL agent, ensuring that theqery executor
achieves the user-specified target accuracy at a higher throughput
than other baselines.
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